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FLASH MELTING OF CHONDRULE PRECURSORS IN EXCESS OF 1600C. SEPIES 
I: TYPE I1 (Bl) CHONDRULE CYYPOSITION EXPERIMENTS. Harold C. CONNOLLY Jr. , 
Rog r H. HEWINS and Gary E. LOFGREN . Dept. Geological Sciences, Rutgers University, New Brunwick, NJ 08903 'i 
and NASA-Johnson Space Center SN-4, Houston, Texas 77058. 

INTRODUCTION Several questions in chondrule production remain an enigma despite years of 
experiments. What were the melting temperatures experienced by chondrules'! What were the physical characteristics of 
chondrule precursors'? How and why did volatiles elements (i.e. Na) found within chondrules survive the formation process'! 

We present the initial results of a series of experiments designed to  investigate the above questions by using flash melting to 
duplicate the melting stage of chondrule formation. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE For these experiments a Type I1 (Bl)  chondrule analog composition 
with a grain size of 23-45 micrometers was prepared from mineral separates including Fa100 and San Carlos olivines. A 

0 
liquidus of 1550 C was determined experimentally. Experiments were performed at  JSC-Experimental Petrology labs using 
an  Astro furnace. A standard hang wire technique (2) was used. Charges were pushed up into the hot spot when the desired 
temperature was reached and the furnace was then cooled. The average melting time was approximately two minutes (Fig. 
1). The fO  of the furnace was set a t  1 7 0 0 ' ~  for  -1.5 log unit below IW using a CO/C02  gas mixture. All charges were 

0 
quenched from the furnace at  1000 C with a final f O  a t  quench of -2.0 log units below IW. 
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RESULTS Chondrule textures were produced from flash melting a t  temperatures from 1650 to  1825C (Table 
1). The total time any charge was above its liquidus (1550 C) did not exceed 3 mins. However, our experiments do  not show as  
systematic a relationship between texture and flash conditions as  was reported by (1). Early analysis of the charges 
indicates that at  least 90 wt.% Na O has been retained by all the charges. We also observe that approximately 75% of the 

2 
phenocrysts within the microporphyritic (defined here as  a texture of abundant phenocrysts approximately 50 micrometers 
o r  smaller) charges contained small relict San Carlos grains. With higher degrees of melting almost no relict grains are  
observed (i.e. porphyritic texture). 

DISCUSSION Our experiments produced chondrule textures from flash melting a t  temperatures between 
0 

1650-1825 C, i.e. u p  t o  3 0 0 ' ~  a b w e  the 1,iquidus. However, our experiments failed t o  produce barred olivine (BO) textures 
(because the melting temperature was not high enough for the melting time to  eliminate nuclei) or a systematic relationship 

similar to  that of (1) between the flash melting events and the textures. The observed inconsistency of textures vs. flash 
conditions between our  experiments and (1) may be  due to  either initial melting time differences; initial mass differences of 
charges or because we produced multiple charges in close proximity at  the same time. Because BO textures may be  e 
function of near total melting of a precursor aggregate (2.3) our experiments may indicate that flash melting conditions 
needed t o  produce near total melting were not obtained. Using the same melting times, future experiments may need t o  

0 
obtain temperatures in excess of 1825 C to  produce BO texture. 

Even though microporphyritic textures are not typical of Type I1 (Bl)  chondrules, we are able to produce them 
none the less. Unlike the experiments of (I) ,  with very short heating times we cannot yet place the approximate upper 
transition temperature from microporphyritic to  porphyritic textures. Within our microporphyritic charges we have 
observed a high density of relict San Carlos olivine grains. Compared to  natural Type IA (Al)  microporphyritic chondrules 
the high density of relict grains makes our charges poor analogs. Either the relict grains in our experiments are  due to  
refractory San Carlos in a fayalite-rich melt o r  Type IA (Al)  chondrule precursors were finer grained than our experiments. 
Further experiments using a Type I1 (Bl)  with only an intermediate olivine component and a Type IA (Al)  chondrule analog 
will be needed t o  understand this problem better. 

With the exception of the experiments of (4) the retention of sodium within experimental charges has been a 
serious problem with accurately producing analog chondrules within the lab. The experiments of (1) and especially the 
current experiments indicate that sodium may not be lost from charges prwiding they experiencevery short melting times 
(flash melting). If natural chondrules experienced a flash melting event the retention of sodium may be dependant on the 
duration o r  temperature of melting and not totally an exchange process with a nebular gas (4). However, textures indicative 
of near total melting (i.e. BO) may have needed t o  react with a nebular gas enriched in sodium t o  produce the measrured 
sodium contents of natural BU chondurles. However, recent laser experiments (Hewins, pers. comm,) show that even with 
nearly total melting (equivalent to  BO) very little Na is lost provided that the melting time is short. 
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CONCLUSIONS Several important conclusions can be made from the above experiments: 
1. If chondrules were formed by a flash melting mechanism. no exact temperature limit or time limit on the event 

can yet be precisely defined. What can be discussed is the combination of melting temperatures and melting times that 
chondrules experienced. 

0 
2. Type I1 (Bl)  chondrules could have experienced flash melting temperatures in excess 1825 C and still have 

produced chondrule textures from relict grains o r  nuclei. If Type I1 (Bl) chondrules were produced by dust encounters with 
0 

totally molten chondrules (5) then the flash melting temperatures could be substantially higher than 1825 C. 
3. Type L4 (Al)  microporphyritic chondrules may have been formed from precursor material finer than 23 

micrometers. 
4. Chondrule formation by flash melting permits the retention of such votatiles elements as sodium. A nebular 

model where cbondrules must totally equilibrate with a nebular gas eoriched in rodium vapor to  produce the measured 
sodium content of natural choodrules is not required when flash melting is the dominant chondrule forming mechanism. 
Our experiments do  not totally eliminate the possibility that exchange between a sodium rich gas and forming chondurlcs 
occurred. It may have been neceswp  for totally molten chondrule (i.e. BO) to  have exchanged with a sodium-rich gas to 
produce the measured sodium contents. Further experiments using our Type 11 (Bl). a modified Type 11 (Bl) and a Type IA  
(Al)  chondrule composition will be  conducted in the future. 
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Fig. 1 A general plot of experimental flash conditions. 
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